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QUESTION: 70 
You set up a new internal project that includes work in process (WIP). You need to 
ensure that the actual project costs for hours, expenses, and items are posted to a 
WIP financial account on the balance sheet. Which form should you use to specify 
that each type of cost will be posted to balance accounts? 

A. Ledger updates 
B. Ledger posting setup 
C. Post costs 
D. Project groups 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 71 
You generate project quotation lines based on a work breakdown structure. Which 
event occurs when a quotation line is modified? 

A. A new work breakdown structure is created. 
B. The link to the work breakdown structure is removed. 
C. The work breakdown structure is updated. 
D. Modifications to a quotation line generated from a work breakdown structure are 
not permitted. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 72 

You need to synchronize a company’s project with Microsoft Project Server 2010. 

What should you do?
 

A. Configure the Message Queue (MSMQ) Server name in the Synchronization 
Service Parameter form. 
B. Enable the validation for Project/Category in the Project Management and 
Accounting Parameters form. 
C. Set the user ID of the Microsoft Project Server synchronization service account 
to Administrator.  
D. Enable the company in the Microsoft Project Server Integration Settings form. 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 73 

What is the difference between advanced and simple internal projects? 


A. Advanced internal projects can track expense transactions; simple internal 
projects cannot. 
B. Advanced internal projects can use work in process (WIP) to post costs; simple 
internal projects cannot. 
C. Advanced internal projects can track hour transactions; simple internal projects 
cannot. 
D. Advanced internal projects allow on-account posting; simple internal projects do 
not. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 74 
An internal project that includes work in process (WIP) is completed. You need to 
ensure that the costs posted to the balance accounts from hour, expense, and item 
transactions are moved back to profit and loss accounts. Which form should you use 
to move the costs? 

A. Ledger updates 
B. Ledger posting setup 
C. Project groups 
D. Post costs 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 75 

Which activity is enabled by configuring the project sort fields?
 

A. replacing the cost categories  
B. substituting for a subproject  
C. analyzing project profitability 
D. allocating expenses related to the project 
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Answer: C 
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